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Abstract-The paper deals with the foundations of the theory of discrete time systems, and the 
relationship with the standard descriptions of systems in terms of input, state and output variables 
and of recursive equations for the state variable and instantaneous equations for the output 
variable. A function space approach is adopted, and the relationship is completely unveiled leaning 
essentially on the formalization of such concepts as dynamical system (or system with memory) 
and casual system. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this note is to lay the foundations of theory of discrete time systems, and 
to explore the relationship between the ensuing basic concepts and the usual description 
of such systems which employs recursive equations for state variables and read-out maps 
for output variables. 
A first qualifying point is that a function space approach is adopted, instead of the 
usual relation based approach. That is, for each initial instant of time an abstract system 
is viewed as a set of functions, each on the input function space to the output function 
space, instead of a relation in the Cartesian product of these two spaces. Next the 
relevant concepts are recognized to be those of system, state space representation, linear, 
dynamical, casual and time-invariant system. Dynamical systems may also be called 
systems with memory. These concepts are captured by definitions given in a very general 
setting. Nevertheless, the program is fully accomplished. In fact, for time-invariant 
systems, both linear and non linear, each with both infinite and finite horizons, it is shown 
that the properties of memory and causality induce a description by means of recursive 
equations and read-out maps involving input state and output variables. The state variable 
assumes values on a reduced state space. No restriction is necessary as to the nature of 
linear spaces involved. In the linear case the equations become linear, and the homoge- 
neous part of the state recursive equation is governed by a semigroup of linear operators. 
Conversely, any pair of equations of the same form as those obtained, in any of the above 
mentioned cases, can be used to define a system with the properties of memory and 
causality. 
The time-invariance assumption could be removed but this would produce some 
cluttering of the theory and would not add much to the ideas. For this reason and for the 
sake of brevity this generalization is not pursued. 
The development of the theory at the present level does not require sophisticated 
mathematical technicalities, and hence the motivation of this work lies in the system 
theoretic significance of the ideas, concepts and results proposed. In addition, the apparent 
general settlement of the questions discussed here, like for instance that of giving a formal 
meaning to the concepts of dynamicity and evolution, should provide the right theoretic 
framework in which many applicative problems may be investigated. For example, those 
relative to input-output rather than input-state-output descriptions of certain processes, 
or else to descriptions violating causality, or which are not even clearly classifiable as 
abstract systems. These troubles are particularly frequent in mathematical economy (see 
e.g.[l. 21). 
A number of exercise proofs have been omitted for the sake of brevity, but this should 
not endanger the selfcontainedness of the exposition. 
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As far as the authors know, a preceding example of using the concept of system as a 
family of function spaces is in[3], whereas a parallel theory for the continuous time case, 
but much less extended in the direction taken here, is given in[4]. 
2. GENERAL DEFINITIONS 
Let w be the set of all integers, and let L be a subset of w. Later on, L will be specified 
to be either o or a finite interval in o, but this is immaterial for the present purposes. For 
each t in L let U, and Y, be arbitrary nonvoid sets, then the following definition can be 
stated 
DEFINITION I 
A system S is a function on L such that for each t in L, S(t) is a nonvoid subset of 
Y,“f. 
Terminologically S is said to be a system over the families of spaces { U,:~EL 1 and 
{ y,:t~L.} In connection with the concept of state two more definitions are introduced 
DEFINITION 2 
A state space representation of a system S over { U,:t E L) and ( Y,:t E L} is a function 
9’ with domain 9’ = L and such that for each t EL, Y(t) = (C,, A,) where A, is a function 
with domain A, = X, x U, and such that S(t) = {f: for some x in Z,, f = A!(x, .)}. 
DEFINITION 3 
A state space representation Y of a system S is reduced at an element t of L if for each 
x, and x2 in C,, A,(x,, .) = A,(x,, .) implies x, = x2. If this is the case then ZI is also said 
to be reduced. If such condition holds for each t in L then Y is reduced. 
The nonvoid set C, is said to be the state space and A, the response function of Y at 
t. Next comes the definition of linear systems. 
DEFINITION 4 
Let S be a system over { U,:t EL) and ( Y,:t E L) and assume that, for some t in L, U, 
and Y, are real linear spaces. Then the state space representation Y of S is linear at t if 
X, is a real linear space and if A, is linear over the linear product space ZI x U,. If this is 
true for all t in L, y is linear. 
DEFINITION 5 
A system S over { U,:t E L} and ( Y,:t EL} is linear at an element t of L if there exists 
a state space representation of S which is linear at t. A system is linear if it is linear for 
each t E L. 
The condition for linearity is contained in the following Theorem, where S(t)(O) 
denotes (f(O):f~S(t)}. 
THEOREM 1 
Let S be a system over (U,:TeL} and { Y,:t EL} and assume that for some t in L, U, 
and Y, are real linear spaces. Then S is linear at t if and only if S(t)(O) is a linear subspace 
of Y, and there exists a unique linear function g, in S(t) such that 
g,(u) =f(u) -f(O) for all YES(~) and u E U,. 
3. DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS 
In this section and in the next two, it is assumed that L = co. 
Let U and Y be arbitrary real linear spaces, and for each t in o define U, and Y, as 
follows 
U, = {u:u~U”‘, if z EW and z < t, u(z) = O> 
Y, = { Y: YE Y”‘, if ZEW and z < t, y(z) = O}. 
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A system over { U,:t EW} and (Y,:t EO} is defined to be an infinite horizon system. All 
systems in this section and the next two are of this sort, and the specification “infinite 
horizon” will henceforward be dropped. 
All of the spaces U”, Y” and for each I in o, 17, and Y, are given the structure of real 
linear spaces in the natural way. It is important to notice that (U,:t EO > and { Y,:t EO) are 
decreasing families of linear sub-spaces of U” and Y” respectively, in the sense that for 
all r, s in o, r < s implies U,c U, and Y,c Y,. For all r and s in o with r < s the following 
linear subspaces U, and Y,3 are also required 
U,s=(u:u~Ua; if .rEm and .z <r or z 2s, u(z)=O} 
Y, = (y :y E Y”; if z EO and z < r or z 2 s, y(z) = 0). 
Note that U,5 and Us are complementary subspaces of U,, and Y,J and Y, and 
complementary subspaces of Y,. The projection of U, onto Us is denoted by P(w) and that 
of Y, onto Y, by Q(rs). 
Then let /z,~ be the function on the linear product space U, x Y,L: such that, for all (z&S) 
in U,s x Y,‘?, h,$(zi;f) is the function on Us to Y, defined by 
h&J)(u) = Q(rS)f(G + U) for all u in Us. 
It is now possible to introduce the concept of dynamical system (that is, system with 
memory) and that of causal system. 
DEFINITION 6 
A system S is dynamical at an element s of w if for all r in o with r < s it is true that 
kKJrs x W))c S(s) 
If this condition holds for all s in o, S is said to be dynamical. 
DEFTNITION 7 
A system S is causal at an element r of o if for each f in S(r) it is true that for all 
SEW with s > r and for all UEU, and ticUs 
V - Q(rsNf(u) = Z - Q(rs)>f(u + fi) 
If this condition holds for all r in W, S is said to be causal. 
The next definition, which is that of time-invariance, requires the preliminary intro- 
duction of some shift functions. 
Thus for each d in o, let Md be the function from U” to U” defined by: for all u in 
U”, (Mdu))(t) = u(t - d) for each t in o. Similarly Nd is the function from Y” to Y” 
defined by: for all y E Y”, (Nb))(t) = ~(2 - d) for each t in o. Clearly Md and Nd are linear 
one-to-one and onto for each d in o. Also for all r and s in o M,_,(U,) = Us and 
N, - ,( Y,) = Y,. 
Finally, for all r and s in o, let T,J be the function cm the linear product space Y,“r 
to the linear product space Y,‘* which carries each elementf of the former space onto the 
element of the latter space given by 
Note that for all r and s, T,$ is linear one-to-one and onto. 
DEFINITION 8 
A system S is time-invariant if for all r and s in o, T,JS(r)) = S(s). 
Condition for a linear system to be dynamical, causal and time-invariant are given in 
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the following Theorem where, if ZEO and w EU., then S(z)(w) denotes the set 
{f(WWz)}. 
THEOREM 2 
Let S be a linear system: then 
(i) S has memory at an element s of o if and only if for all r in w such that r < s it 
is true that 
g, = Q(r~)qu, and 
Q(rS)k,(U,) + W)(O))=S(s)@). 
(ii) S is causal at an element r of o if and only if 
for all s in w such that s > r. 
(iii) S is time-invariant if and only if for all r and s in o 
S(s)(O) = NJ-AS(r)(O)) and g, = 7’&,). 
Proof. (i) Necessity. ConsiderfES(r) and ZI E U,s. Because h(zi;f)~S(.s) it follows that, 
for each u E U, 
gdu> = h WXu) - WA(O) = Q<r~><g,(u)). 
Moreover h (l;,f)(O) ES(~)(O) implies the second condition. 
(i) Suficency. For GE U,, fES(r) and UEU, write h(zi,f)(u) = Q(rs)(f(U + u)) = 
Q(r~UV) + g,W + g,(u)) = g&> + QbkW +f(o) 
so that the desired conclusion follows. 
(ii) Causality is equivalent to: (I - Q(rs))f(u) = (I - Q(r.s))f(zi + u), for all s > r, 
YES(r), u E U,, U E Us; or by linearity, (I - Q(r~))g,(ii) = 0 as required. 
(ii) Necessity is the immedate consequence of the following computations: 
Let 3= T(rs)f with feS(r). Then f(0) = N,_,f(O). Morever for all ~EU,, 
f(u) -f(O) = Ns - ,(gmf, - s(u )). 
SufJiciency. Note that 
S(s) = (~,k) + (O,y):yEN,-,(S(r)(O))} 
= {~J-,k,~,-J~us + (%jWES(r)(O)) 
= {~s-,f~,-,ju,f~S(r)} = T,kS(rN 
as claimed. 
4. EVOLUTION AND RECURSIVE EQUATIONS 
Let S be any time-invariant and dynamical system. Then it is possible to construct a 
state space representation with a fixed state space. For example assume 
2, = S(0) for all t EO 
and define, for all t in w, A, as follows 
4(x, u> = To,(x)(u) 
For simplicity denote C, by X. Note that this state space representation is reduced. 
The next aim is to derive evolution equations for the system S. To do so an arbitrary 
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instant of time and an arbitrary response is considered, and then the subsequent (that is 
starting at a later instant of time) response is examined. To be precise let r ECU, f~S(r), 
u E U, and denote f(u) by y. Then the response at s > r is 
Now let 
and 
x(r) = TJ 
x(s) = T&k(Z - Z+~))(u)J&x(r)) 
and note that x(r) and x(s) belong to X, in view of the assumptions on S. Moreover 
The last two are the sought evolution equations for S. The first expresses the evolution 
of the state variable in the fixed state space as produced by initial state x(r) and past (with 
respect to s) input (I - P(n))(u), and the second gives the future response as generated 
by the state reached at W(S) and future input P(m)(u). 
From the evolution equation the recursive equations will be derived under the 
additional assumption that S is causal. For this purpose, put s = r + 1 in the first place. 
Next, if Z, is the injection at r of U into U”, then the first equation becomes 
-4r + 1) = T,+,,h,,+,(Z,u(r),T,~(r)) 
which can be written as 
x(r + 1) = W&4),x(r)) 
where W, is a function on U x X into X. It is readily seen that in view of the assumptions 
about S. W, does not depend on r, and will therefore simply be denoted by W. 
As to the second equation, the response Y should be evaluated at r + 1, and hence 
denoting by e, + , the evaluation function at r + 1 on Y” 
e,+ ,Q(r r + IV(u) = e,,, To,+Ix(r + lW(r r + I)(u)) 
= e,+~To,+lx(r + l)(Z,+,u(r + 1) + ri 
where li = P(r r + l)(u) - Zr+ lu(r + 1) = P(r r + 2)(u). This latter in view of the causality 
assumption is the same as 
e,+ l To,+ Ar + l)(L+ dr + 1)) 
and therefore 
y(r + 1) = K,+,(x(r + I),u(r + 1)) 
where K,, , is a function on X x U into Y, and again it will be seen that K,, , does not 
depend or r. so that it can be denoted by K. Note that K(x(r), u(r)) is precisely y(r). To 
sum up: 
x(r + 1) = W(x(r), u(r)) 
j.(r + 1) = K(x(r + l), u(r + 1)). 
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At this point for any Y in w consider the recursive equations 
x@ + 1) = Wx(P), 4P>) 
and 
Y@ + 1) = Kc+ + I), u@ + 1)) p=r,r+l,... 
v(r) = K@(r), U(U)) 
with the initial condition x(r) = 2 EX. Of course, for any r EW they admit a unique solution 
for all initial conditions x EX and all inputs u E U,. Therefore they define a space S(r) of 
functions on U, to Y,. The fact that f(r) = S(r) for all r EW, and more precisely thatfE,S(r) 
corresponds to the function generated by the initial condition T,J, is a major conceptual 
point in the present context and the preceding work has largely been aimed at establishing 
such a connection. However, the proof is by now straighforward and the result is not 
formalized as a theorem. They key of the argument lies in the identities of the form 
h ,+,.,+,((h,+,(f,l,(u)),l,+,(u))=h,+t(f,lr(u)+r,+,(~)). 
Finally, it is convenient to observe that if a set of equations of the above form is 
assumed, and a function space is associated with each initial instant of time by means of 
their solutions, then a dynamical causal and time-invariant system is thereby actually 
obtained. 
5. THE LINEAR CASE 
The foregoing analysis applies to the linear case as well. However, it is convenient to 
start from a linear state space representation, so as to obtain linear recursive equations 
also. Since the discussion parallels that of the preceding case it will be given in an 
abbreviated form. A highlight of the ensuing theory is that the effects of input and state 
on the evolution become separate, and that free motion (i.e. the latter) is governed by a 
semigroup of operators. 
Given a linear time-invariant system S, the linear reduced state space representation 
with fixed state space which is considered here, is defined, for all I EW, by: I& = S(o)(o) 
as state space and A,(x, u) = N,(X) + g,(u), for each x EIZ:, and u E U,, as response function. 
Again assume S to be dynamical, denote C, by X, and, for f~S(r), u E U,, let 
Y =f(u) = g,(u) +f(o) = g,Ws&) + g,V - P(rs))(u) +f(o)). 
so that for s > r 
P(rs) 01) = Q@~k,Ws) @I+ QW) k,V-PC=)) (u) +f@)). 
Making the position 
~(3) = Q(rskV - P(rsN(u) +f(o)> 
in view of Theorem 2 (i) (the system is dynamical) 
Q(rS)ti) = g,f’(rs)(u) + 4s). 
Moreover, clearly z(s) belongs to S(s)(o) for the same reason. On the other hand, because 
of Theorem 2 (ii) (the system is time invariant) both x(r) = N_,Cf(o)) and x(s) = N_,(z(s)) 
belong to X and furthermore: 
dv(s) = N-,@(s)) = N-,Q,N,(x(r)) + N_,Q(rSlg,U - f’(rs>)(u>. 
At this point notice that 
N- FQ(rS)Nriu,, = N,-,Q<o s - r) 
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and that if for each t in o with t 2 o a linear transformation r(t) is defined by letting 
Then in view of dynamicity and time invariance (Theorem 2(i) and (iii))T(t) is readily seen 
to map into X itself. In addition it is clear that for all t,, t, in o and nonegative 
whereas for t = 0, T(0) = I. 
Therefore { T(t):t EW, t 2 0} is actually a semigroup of linear transformations of X 
into itself. 
Finally, making use of the semigroup and bearing in mind that z(s) = N,(x(s)), it 
follows that 
x(s) = Tts - r)(xtr)) + N-,Q<rslg,U - WsW) 
Qtrsb = ~.k4sN + gdV~)(u) 
which are the sought evolution equations of the system S, referred to the state space X. 
As to recursive equation, suppose that S is causal, let s = r + 1 and A = T(l), then 
from the first equation one has 
-4~ + 1) = AWN+ N-c,+ljQ<rr + 1W,tu(r)). 
The operator N_ (, + ,) Q(r r + l)g,Z, takes U into X due to the fact that the system is 
dynamical and time invariant (Theorem 2(i) and (iii)). It is not difficult to show that it does 
not depend on r. 
As to the output equation 
_dr + l>=e,+tQ<rr + ~N_Y)=~,+~~,+~M  l))+e,+tg,+tWr + l)(u) 
= e,+l~,+ltx(r + 1)) + e,+tg,+J,+tt4r + 1)) 
in view of causality. 
Again in these equations the operators do not depend on time. Thus the final result 
is that the following recursive equations and read-out equations are obtained: 
xcp + 1) = Ax(p) + Bu@) 
Y(P+l)=CX(P+l)+Du(p+l) p=r,r+l,..... 
and 
y(r) = Cx(r) + k(r) 
with the initial condition x(r) = XEX. 
The rest of the discussion is similar to that of the foregoing section and can therefore 
be safely omitted. 
6. THE FINITE HORIZON CASE 
In this section the special case of finite horizon is outlined. Finite horizon means that 
all inputs and outputs will be defined only within a finite inteval. The theory is somewhat 
different from the preceding one, a major distinctive point being the role of causality. 
However, after the appropriate setting has been devised, the treatment becomes similar to 
the foregoing case, and is not developed further for brevity. 
Consider two elements V and T of w with 0 < V < T. These can be arbitrary. However 
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in some specific instances of modelling an appropriate choice might be required to obtain 
the desired properties. Hereafter it will be assumed L = [O, Vj. 
With Y and U as before, define, for each ?E[O, T] the following linear spaces: 
A system over { U,:t EL) and { Y,:t EL) is defined to be a finite horizon system. 
Throughout the section all systems are of this sort, and the specification “finite horizon” 
will be dropped. 
Note that { U,:t E[O, r]} and { Y,:t~[0, T]} are decreasing families of linear subspaces 
of U” and Y” respectively, in the sense that for all r and s in [0, T], r < s implies U,c U, 
and Y,c Y,. For all such r and s the following linear subspaces are also required 
Note that U,s and U, are complementary subspaces of U, and Y,.y and Y, are 
complementary subspaces of Y,. The projections of U, onto U, and that of Y, onto Y, are 
denoted by P(rs) and Q(m) respectively. 
Next let h, be the function on the linear product space U, x Yrur such that, for all (ti,f) 
in U, x Y,“r, h,Jri,f) is the function on U, to Y, defined by 
h,(li,f)(u) = Q(rs)f(li + u) for all 1.4 in Us 
At this point it is possible to introduce the new definition of dynamical and causal 
system. 
DEFINITION 9 
A system S is dynamical at an element s of (0, V) for all r in L with r < s it is true 
that 
MU,s x S(r)) = S(s) 
if this condition holds for all s in [0, V], S is said to be dynamical. 
DEFINITION 10 
A system S is causal at an element r of L if for each fin S(r) it is true that for all 
s~[0, T] with s > r and for all UEU, and CEU, 
(I- Q@~)lf(U) = U - Q(rS))f(U + 4. 
If this condition holds for all r in L, s is said to be causal. 
The new definitions for shift functions may be given as follows. First it is convenient, 
for the present purposes, to denote the functions Md and Nd, defined in Section 3, by the 
new symbols n;ld and Nd respectively. 
Next for all r,s in L with s > r let M, be the function on U, to Us defined as follows 
where if Q,, 71 denotes the indicator function of [0, T], X,, ,, is the function on U”’ to itself 
defined by 
Similarly, N,, is defined on Y, to Y,. 
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Finally for all r and s as above define r,S to be the function Yrut to Y,‘*, which takes 
each element f of the former space onto the element of the latter space given by 
This setting now permits the new definition of time-invariance, which now pertains only 
to causal systems. 
DEFINITION 11 
A causal system S is time-invariant if for all r and s in Z, with s > T, T, takes S(r) onto 
S(S) and is one to one. 
Henceforth it is not difficult to extend all the results given in the foregoing sections. 
This is left to the interested reader. 
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